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A detailed knowledge of protein structure and function is of critical importance in many medical and
biotechnological applications. Despite decades of research, the relationship between amino acid sequence
and structure/function of proteins is still only poorly grasped. Hence, there is a need for reliable
computational tools that complement experiments in studying folding and interaction of proteins, leading
to new insight into the molecular machinery of cells. Unfortunately, the complex form of the forces within
and between proteins leads to a rough energy landscape with a large number of local minima acting as
traps. The resulting difficulties in sampling the energy landscape increase exponentially with the size of the
system. Remarkable progress has been made over the last decade in overcoming this sampling-problem.
Examples are generalized-ensemble and replica exchange techniques developed by us and others.
However, these methods and algorithms need to be advanced further to allow detailed description of
fundamental processes of protein folding, aggregation and interaction in a cell. I will describe our recent
progress and discuss some applications focusing on folding of proteins with multiple funnel landscapes and
the formation of amyloid oligomers and fibrils.
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